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A B S T R A C T
Unavailable roads and sidewalks are common in any city, often linked to utility works, urgent repairs, periodic
maintenance or installing new infrastructure. Independent of the cause of the utility work, hinder for the city
environment is common due to closed roads and associated diversions, unreachable shops, or noise disturbance
for people near the construction sites. Despite the fact this could lead to less hinder and also to noteworthy cost
reductions, on only a limited number of locations do utility operators decide to collaborate, mainly due to little
communication between the different utility operators. To address this issue, we introduce an abstract score-
based model which can score a multi-utility planning for both single-actor as well as multi-actor parameters. This
model aims to maximally respect the budget of each actor, while optimizing the levels of synergy between
multiple actors. Using Mixed Integer Linear Programming, a new synergy-focused multi-utility planning can be
generated. This planning model has been applied to real data, thereby showing the model can increase the
amount of collaboration expressed as ‘number of weeks in collaboration’ up to a significant 94%. As this is a
theoretical model for a practical problem, an extensive sensitivity analysis was performed to verify the impact of
the different parameters at play. We have shown the model is able to generate major improvements under a large
range of constraints. Although the results are promising, we do argue that this solution should not be considered
a black box to optimize a multi-utility planning without further human intervention.
1. Introduction
Looking around any European city, it is typically hard not to see any
road or sidewalks unavailable due to a utility operator working on that
location. This can either be periodical maintenance e.g. adding a new or
replacing the top-layer of a road, replacing old infrastructure e.g. old
water pipes or the installation of new networks e.g. fiber rollout.
Whatever the type of work, there typically is at least some hindrance for
the city environment due to roads that are being closed down requiring
diversions which add additional traffic in other regions of the city, such
as shops being inaccessible, or noise complaints for people near the
construction sites. On top of that, due to little communication between
different utility operators, only on limited number of locations do uti-
lity operators decide to work together despite the fact this could lead to
less hindrance, to noteworthy cost reductions and to a reduced risk of
accidentally damaging other underground infrastructure.
And yet, from interviews we have learned that network operators
show little interest in reducing costs by cooperating, typical reasons
which are given for this are the following: few costs can be shared or in
other words too little profit can be made by cooperating; cooperating is
hard and has an overhead cost as well. Additionally, one has to take
into account that two competitors e.g. two different telecommunication
operators probably do not really want to help each other despite this can
be a win-win for both. On top of that, one has to take into account that
utility planning is a complex matter with both short-time urgent
maintenance and long-term periodic maintenance in addition to long-
term evolution of the network e.g. the installation of a new type of cable
or technology for a telecommunications company. Adding collaboration
either short-term or long-term in this equation is a though matter. In
2014, the European Commission has launched a new directive with as
main goal to decrease the rollout costs of new telecommunication
networks (specifically fiber networks). This directive consists of
different pillars, once of which focuses upon increasing the levels of
collaboration between different utility operators, not limited to
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telecommunication operators. In the next sections, we will focus upon
these different issues in more detail setting the scene for the remainder
of this study.
1.1. Network planning and deployment, a large range of problems
When looking at network planning and deployment problems from
a high level, we see problems related to a large variety of type of net-
works, whether these are the typical utility networks (gas, water, and
electricity), telecommunication networks, but also city-wide sensor
networks or transport networks.
Secondly, there are major differences in the research goals, whilst
some focus upon high-level cost estimations of networks (Pollitt &
Steer, 2012), other focus on the optimization of new networks on var-
ious parameters ranging from energy efficiency (Magno, Polonelli,
Benini, & Popovici, 2014) to minimal roll-out and operational cost to
performance (Lannoo, 2013). These all clearly focus upon the planning
of the topology, others rather focus upon the deployment phase or
operational e.g. workforce planning for network deployment (Borba
et al., 2019) or vehicular assignments for transport networks (Pop,
Fuksz, Mark, & Sabo, 2018). Consequentially, numerous technologies
and approaches are used to tackle the earlier introduced network de-
ployment problems, ranging from Linear Programming, to genetic al-
gorithms, to fuzzy logic to simulation-based (Kocher, Kaler, &
Randhawa, 2013; Lee & Cheng, 2012; Nardo, Santonastaso, &
Tzatchkov, 2013; Qiu et al., 2015).
1.2. Joint network deployments, a way to reduce costs
When looking at studies focusing upon the joint deployment of
networks or generally speaking collaboration between networks we see
fewer studies and often focused upon communication networks espe-
cially linked to Fiber to the Home (FTTH) deployments (Gerli, Van der
Wee, Verbrugge, & Whalley, 2018; Faggiano, Dadhich, Stella, &
Kalkman, 2017; Lang & Bonapace, 2014) and correspondingly open-
access networks (Domingo, Van der Wee, Verbrugge, & Oliver, 2014;
Van der Wee et al., 2015; Verbrugge, Van der Wee, Van Ooteghem,
Spruytte, Casier, 2015).1 This is to be expected, as in many urban en-
vironments the gas, electricity and water networks have been in place
for a long time, while fiber and especially FTTH is a new technology
currently being rolled out2. These studies are typically on a much
higher level and focus upon the cost modeling of the direct and indirect
costs linked to such a deployments instead of on the different topolo-
gies.
By collaborating, utility operators might reduce the total cost of the
rollout and maintenance of their network. Whether the utility operator
manages a gas, water or energy network, in urban areas the required
cabling and piping is commonly installed below the streets or footpaths.
As a result, the most typical way for two or more operators to reduce
cost is by sharing the digging and repair cost for the pavement as these
can take up to 50% of the total installation cost, equipment not in-
cluded (Moran, Eskandari Torbaghan, & Burrow, 2017; Schwarze,
2015; Tahon et al., 2011). Some of the costs may require specific cost
sharing keys (Gerli et al., 2018; Schwarze, 2015; Tahon et al., 2011),
and indirect benefits should be considered as well modeled e.g. less
chance of damaging other cabling (Charni & Maier, 2014; Gao & Zhang,
2013; Gilchrist & Allouche, 2005; Goodwin, 2005; Kandil, Hyari, &
Bisani, 2010).
If no digital platform is available in which utility operators can
share their planning information, such collaborations can typically only
be achieved ad hoc. Alternatively, a utility operator might choose to
perform a fastened rollout of a new technology, e.g. FTTH) which can
lead to important synergies (Limbach, Kuebel, & Zarnekow, 2016;
Tahon et al., 2014).
Typically these studies focus on specific use cases for joint deploy-
ments or theoretical models of how much of the cost can be shared.
What is really missing is studies focusing upon joint planning and de-
ployment of different utility networks. Also in real life, few examples
can be found of network operators deploying networks in collaboration
as discussed in the next section.
1.2.1. Real life examples of synergy
A first way of obtaining synergy can be found in the Netherlands in
which customers have a single point of contact for the greenfield home
installation of all utilities (gas, electricity, water, and Internet access).
This entity communicates with all relevant parties and coordinates the
planning. This way, the required duct is only dug just once, reducing
overall cost and improving efficiency. The Netherlands is divided into a
number of regions, each governed by a different entity such as NoNed,
Structin and Synfra. These companies only optimize home connections,
other utility works are thus out of scope.
Next to these, there are also multi-utility companies: these should be
considered a single company owning and managing multiple utility
networks. Typically, utility companies started with just a single utility
network, but expanded because of mergers and acquisitions. Examples
of actual multi-utility operators are RWE (Germany), Stadwerkte
(Germany), Leep (UK), Crown Energy (UK), Engie (France), Enel (Italy)
and Xcel Energy (USA). As such companies own multiple utility net-
works, the total network rollout and maintenance cost can be reduced
by optimizing the maintenance and rollout of each network in order to
obtain internal synergies.
Besides actual multi-utility companies, there are virtual multi-utility
companies. Virtual multi-utility companies look like a single company,
but actually consist of a set of sister companies working jointly under a
single name or brand3. As these sister companies each have their own
management, their internal policies may still differ greatly. Within the
brand, a business entity is charged with the optimization of the plan-
ning of the different utilities as a goal to obtain intra-company syner-
gies. Examples of virtual multi-utility operators are Kraftwerke (Ger-
many) which groups multiple energy producers under a single name.
Lastly there are synergy operators, these are external companies and
have as sole goal to enable utility operators to cooperate more or in
other words generate synergy. As their core activity, they actively
collect the planning information of different utility operators in a single
system. These synergy operators are typically owned and funded by
multiple utility operators, expecting the total gain from synergy ob-
tained to cover the total costs of running the synergy operator. While in
some countries such systems have existed for a longer time, these have
received more attention as a result of a directive by the European
Commission, as discussed next.
1.3. Directive of the European Commission to reduce the cost of deploying
high-speed electronic communications networks
Generally speaking, not cooperating may have a negative effect on
the cost of maintenance and the rollout of new networks. This is also
the case for new high-speed communications networks e.g. FTTH. To
support the rollout of this kind of networks, the European Commission
(EC) has introduced directive4 2014/61/CE on measures to reduce the
1 Open access networks refer to the sharing of the access part of a tele-
communication network (typically fiber) by different competitors as a way to
not to install duplicate equipment (Van der Wee et al., 2015).
2 Early 2019, the number of households connected via a FTTH connection was
reported to be below 1% (New Market Panorama, 2019).
3 The actual cooperation varies from joint-cooperation to consortium-styled.
4 A directive is a legal act which forces member states of the European Union
(EU) to achieve a set of goals, without defining how these results should be
achieved.
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cost of deploying high-speed electronic communications networks, as
its core goals: “…aims to facilitate and incentivise the rollout of high-speed
electronic communications networks by promoting the joint use of existing
physical infrastructure and by enabling a more efficient deployment of new
physical infrastructure so that such networks can be rolled out at lower cost”
(European Commission, 2014). In order to achieve this goal, the di-
rective lists four pillars on how to decrease cost: (a) Access to and
transparency concerning existing physical infrastructure, (b) Co-
ordination and transparency concerning planned civil works, (c)
Permit-granting procedure and (d) In-building physical infrastructure.
In order to support the measures in these four pillars, the commis-
sion requires member states to install a single information point (SIP)
which serves as a data exchange portal and should contain all required
information related to the four pillars. Finally, a national dispute set-
tlement body should be appointed: either an existing body such as an
NRA or a new governmental body should be created to handle all dis-
putes and exemptions related to this directive.
The second area of the directive forms the basis of this research and
relates to Article 5 and 6 of the directive. Article 5 defines “Member
States shall ensure that every network operator has the right to negotiate
agreements concerning the coordination of civil works with undertakings
providing or authorised to provide electronic communications networks with
a view to deploying elements of high-speed electronic communications net-
works.” (European Commission, 2014). Basically, utility operators
should cooperate with network operators when it comes to network
deployments if following three requirements are met:
1. cooperating will not entail additional costs (including costs because
of additional delays) for the civil work itself,
2. cooperating will not impede control over the coordination of the
work,
3. the request for collaboration is filed as soon as possible and at latest
1 month before the final submission for permit granting of the civil
work.
Requirement 1, however, does not say the collaboration itself may
not include additional overhead costs e.g. for communication and co-
ordination. Additionally, Member States are allowed to propose rules
how these costs should be shared by the different parties. Exemptions
from article 5 can be allowed by member states for “…civil works of
insignificant importance such as in terms of value, size or duration or in the
case of critical national infrastructures” (European Commission, 2014).
In order to allow network operators to set up collaboration (Article
5), Article 6 defines any network operator is required to make minimal
information available about planned civil works for ongoing or planned
civil works for which a permit has been granted, a permit granting
procedure is pending or first submission for permit granting is en-
visaged in the following six months. Minimal information consists of:
(a) the location and type of works, (b) the network elements involved,
(c) the estimated date for starting the works and their duration and (d)
a contact point, and will be made available on the single information
point.
As mentioned, this legal text is a directive, meaning it should be
transposed (implemented) by the different Member States. Detailed
information of the various implementations of the directive are pub-
lished in reports by the Body of European Regulators for Electronic
Communications (BEREC), and by WIK and VVA consulting (Batura
et al., 2018; BEREC, 2017).
In this study, we discuss an evaluation model to score the submitted
individual planning of multiple utility operators. By implementing this
model in an optimization model, it can be used to increase the amount
of synergy expressed as weeks of collaboration under a set of require-
ments e.g. respect to the original budgeted total length of works
planned per year. For this, we expect a SIP containing the minimal
information of the planning of each utility operator to be available. In
Section 2, we introduce the minimal data model used in the model
which corresponds to this directive and is used for the remainder of the
optimization study. Additionally we introduce the evaluation model,
which consists of two major blocks (single actor evaluations and multi-
actor evaluations) followed by the implementation of the model in
Gurobi (Gurobi, 2018a) which is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we
discuss three scenarios which have been optimized using the suggested
approach. In Section 5 we review our own approach and the results and
discuss further improvements. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this study.
2. Methodology: Evaluating a synergistic planning
Defining an evaluation model for synergistic planning which takes
into the account the actual cost reduction for each operator is compli-
cated. Apart from detailed information about the planned utility work
(location, timing, etc.), this kind of model should take into account the
total cost of each utility work, which part of the cost can actually be
shared (e.g. the trenching, repairing the pavement) and which addi-
tional costs should be considered (e.g. for additional communication).
All in all, including actual cost information when considering an opti-
mized planning would require a lot of detailed data, which is unlikely to
be shared by the utility operators as this can be considered business-
sensitive data.
In order to tackle this, we have come up with a score-based system
which consists of two groups of evaluations (as shown in Fig. 1): single
actor evaluations and multi-actor evaluations. The former takes into
account the original planning of each utility work and the yearly budget
(expressed as km per year) of the utility operators, the latter focuses on
the obtained synergies when multiple actors are working at the same
time on the same location (physical overlap) or near each other (street
segment overlap). The different groups of evaluations score the newly
generated planning, awarding positive scores for obtaining synergies
and negative scores (penalties) for disrespecting the original planning.
After discussing the required input data in Section 2.1, these evaluation
groups are discussed in detail in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
The evaluation model generates a total score based on the original
planning (the input data, see further) and a newly generated planning
using the different evaluations at hand, see Fig. 1. The evaluation model
is approached in such a way it can support a wide range of use cases5:
• The evaluation model allows for a single utility operator to define
multiple types of works, allowing for a fine-grained configuration of
the model: e.g. urgent repairs cannot be rescheduled, though
planned maintenance is more flexible. Additionally, multiple types
allow for multi-utility companies (e.g. gas, water and electricity) to
be included in the model with different settings.
Fig. 1. The fitness function consists of two weighted pillars, combining single-
and multi-actor evaluations.
5 Assuming the dataset contains at least the minimal properties, see section
Using data to improve levels of collaboration.
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• Because of the way each evaluation is approached, there is no real
restriction when it comes to the number of actors that can be defined
in the model, allowing the model to be applied to use cases of any
size, ranging from just a small number of actors to up to more than
ten as will be shown in the results.• The structure of the evaluation model also takes into account the
possibility to give a weight per actor. This way, a large actor could
be given a larger or smaller impact. Whether this should be the case
or not, is a difficult discussion. A larger actor may have a more
sluggish planning, making it more complex to reschedule; a smaller
actor may have a stricter budget and could possibly experience more
difficulties with changes. For this reason, we consider each actor
equally important in this study, even though the evaluation model is
built in a way it can handle different weights.
As the evaluation model evaluates a newly generated planning
based upon a set of parameters and the original input, it can be im-
plemented to work with any kind of search heuristics or optimization
method: in Section 3 we have proposed a Mixed Integer Linear Pro-
gramming (MILP) implementation.
2.1. Using data to improve levels of collaboration
The simplest way for different utility operators to cooperate is by
sharing their own planning to all others active in the same area.
Obviously, not all information can or should be made available (e.g. the
allocated manpower or budget). Corresponding with the directive as
discussed in the previous section, a minimal set of information should
be shared for each utility work.6 Starting from these requirements, we
have built a basic data model as shown in (see Table 1). The first five
properties allow to answer the four most basic questions where (Loca-
tion), who (Actor), when (Planned Start and End) and what (Type). The
last property (Planning Status) is optional, but useful. This property
gives an indication whether the timing is an inaccurate estimation
which can still easily be changed (e.g. “we will be working at this lo-
cation at approximately this period”) or whether it has been planned in
detail and preparations have already started (e.g. workforce planning).
The data that is being translated into the model should be con-
sidered the main input for the algorithm together with the time win-
dows discussed in the next section. Next to this, the different evalua-
tions as shown in Fig. 1 are discussed with their corresponding
parameters in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
2.2. Time windows
For each combination of Type and Planning Status (see Table 1), a
preferred time window can be defined. Time windows define in which
range the corresponding utility works can be rescheduled without being
penalized (see Section 2.3); the actual duration of the utility work stays
the same, only the actual moment at which it is scheduled differs. As
long as the start of a work is scheduled within its time window, no
penalty will be applied, as shown in Fig. 2. A wide time window means
the optimization model will get a lot of flexibility to reschedule a work;
a narrow time window will result in the optimization model reflecting
to the original planning. The interplay between the time windows and
the different evaluations will thus be of great importance. In Section
2.5, we will discuss - from a high-level point of view - what the expected
impact is when configuring the parameters in order to reflect the ori-
ginal planning, reflect the original budgets or to encourage more sy-
nergy.
2.3. Single actor evaluations
The first pillar of the score-based evaluation model scores how well
the time windows are being respected (Section 2.3.1) and how well the
original budget for each actor is reflected (expressed in km per year,
Section 2.3.2). Single actor evaluations are only based on the utility
works of a single actor. This makes sense since changing the planning of
one actor will not change the planned budget of another; it can, how-
ever, change the possible synergies obtained by collaborating with
another actor, which are discussed in Section 2.4.
2.3.1. Respect to the original planning
The first evaluation scores each utility work versus its allowed time
window as introduced in Section 2.2. When the start of a utility work is
scheduled earlier than its allowed time window as demonstrated in
Fig. 3, a penalty meaning a negative score is calculated as shown in Eqs.
(1) and (2). =WeeksOutOfRange Min NewlyPlannedStart EarliestStart( , 0) (1)
=Penalty WeeksOutOfRange p( · )earlier (2)
If the newly planned start (NewlyPlannedStart) is earlier than the
earliest moment of the allowed timed window (EarliestStart),
WeeksOutOfRange takes on a negative value and so does the resulting
penalty. If the newly planned start is later than the originally planned
start, WeeksOutOfRange takes on value of zero. Eqs. (1) and (2) only
result in a negative score when the new planning is earlier than the
earliest allowed starting point. A near identical approach is taken for
evaluating works which are planned later than their latest allowed start,
and is omitted in this study for brevity. The value of the parameter
pearlier in this evaluation and the similar parameter plater used for eval-
uating whether works are planned later than their allowed starts can
take on different values. For example the model can be configured not
to penalize planning later then the allowed start while penalizing
Table 1
The minimal data model representing a utility work.
Parameter Remarks
Location A polygon representing the area of the work
Actor Identification of the utility operator executing the
work
Planned start Originally planned start of the utility work
Planned end Originally planned end of the utility work
Type Textual description:
e.g. sewage work
Planning status (optional) Currently two supported values: inaccurate planning
or detailed planning
Fig. 2. Conceptual example of a time window, indicating the earliest and latest
start that are allowed to avoid penalties.
6 While in the directive the term civil work is used, we feel the term utility
work is more appropriate. Both refer to utility operators executing labor-in-
tensive construction, e.g. maintenance of the network, rollout of new cables.
For the remainder of this study, we will only be using the term utility work.
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planning earlier than the earliest allowed start.
During the optimization step, the respect to the original planning is
maximized by minimizing the penalties. The parameters pearlier and
platerallow to steer the model either more towards an increased respect
to the original planning or towards more flexibility and thus more sy-
nergy. This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.
2.3.2. Respect to original budget
The second single actor evaluation looks into how well the budget of
the newly proposed planning corresponds with the original. As men-
tioned before, we assume that cost or financial information is not
publicly available. Because of this we express budget as a number of km
per year of utility works planned. In order to detect the budget of the
original planning, we measure each utility work that was present in the
original planning after it was projected on the street segments (more
info about these projects is available in 3.1.2). This way, we can easily
deduct the total distance of utility works that were planned for each
year and express it as number of km.
In order to evaluate how well the new budget of the newly generated
planning corresponds to the original, we use Eq. (3), which results in a
value in the range [0 1]. The better the new budget reflects the ori-
ginal, the higher the score will be. As an example, Fig. 4 shows the
budget of a fictional original planning, two newly generated planning
proposals, and their corresponding yearly absolute difference indicating
how much the new yearly budget differs from the original one. The
total score (BudgetScorea) for these examples are a) 0.925 and b) 0.667
(see Fig. 4).
= = =BudgetScore
originalBudget newBudget
originalBudget
1
| |
2·a
y
years
a y a y
y
years
a y
0
# 1
, ,
0
# 1
, (3)
During the optimization step, the goal is to reflect the original
budget as well as possible. Fig. 4.b nicely shows why this evaluation is
important. In utility companies, budgets are typically defined per year
for multiple years at a time. This means, it is typically not possible to
move budgets between years. Fig. 4.b clearly shows that a new planning
which moves a lot of utility works earlier, leading to a higher budget in
the earlier years, is scored lower than a planning which reflects the
original planning quite well (Fig. 4.a).
2.4. Multi-actor evaluations
While the first pillar makes the evaluations for a single actor at a
time, the second pillar scores the synergy gains of the newly generated
planning. In the current version of the evaluation model, synergy can be
obtained in two ways: (a) (partly) physically overlapping utility works,
meaning two actors work at the same location in a street at the same
time and (b) street segment overlap, meaning two actors work in the
same street, though not exactly at the same location.
Each evaluation takes into account exactly two works. When more
than two works overlap, all possible permutations of two works are
evaluated. Two examples are presented to clarify this: actor A, B and C
all work at the same location (Fig. 5.a) or in the same street (Fig. 5.b).
In these examples, three overlaps will be evaluated (A, B), (A, C) and (B,
C). By considering only a pair of works at a time, the evaluation can be
reduced to basic mathematics while in the meantime measuring the
Fig. 3. Conceptual example of a utility work that has been scheduled ahead of
its allowed time window.
Fig. 4. The second single actor evaluation scores each actor’s budget (in # km) for each relevant year.
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synergy between all considered utility works. This implies that any
higher-level combination (e.g. in this example the combination (A, B,
C)) is not handled individually as this would complicate the evaluations
both mathematically as configurationally without yielding any addi-
tional information i.e. the model would require additional parameters
for any possible higher-level combination and this per operator.
The result of each evaluation is a score per actor, so the synergy
gains per operator can be measured. Both types of evaluations (physical
and street segment overlap) are discussed in detail in the next sections,
applied to a single pair of utility works to keep the explanation
straightforward.
Since we assume cost-specific information is not available, we are
making an abstraction of synergy. The bonuses for either actor (A and
B), thus reflect abstract synergy gains representing actual cost reduc-
tions e.g. reduced digging cost, sharing of installation equipment,
sharing of an on-site office. The sum of either is thus the total bonus
obtained in that specific overlap. Consequently, more synergy is
translated in more weeks of collaboration implying less weeks of utility
works overall, leading to reduced hindrance for the city environment.
This is discussed further in Section 4.2.
2.4.1. Evaluating physical overlap
The first synergy evaluation looks into physical overlap of utility
works of two different actors (A, B). For this evaluation both the re-
lative physical overlap of both works as well as the relative time overlap
is considered. The relative physical overlap is expressed as the ratio of
the mutual working area when compared to the individual working
area per actor (Fig. 6.a). The time overlap follows the same reasoning
and is expressed as the ratio of the mutual working time when
compared to the total working time per actor (Fig. 6.b). Both ratios are
thus valued between [0 1]. As utility operators may value synergy
differently, it is possible to use different values for the p ,physical hence the
differentiation pphysical A, and pphysical B, .
As mentioned in the previous section, each evaluation results in a
score per actor. Equations Eq. (4) to Eq. (6) show mathematically how a
physical overlap (A, B) is evaluated. As with the single actor evaluations
the parameter p can be adapted to steer the model, which is discussed in
more detail in Section 2.5.==PhysicalOverlap MutualArea WorkingAreaPhysicalOverlap MutualArea WorkingArea//A AB B A (4)
==TimeOverlap MutualTime WorkingTimeATimeOverlap MutualTime WorkingTimeB//AB (5)
==Bonus TimeOverlap PhysicalOverlap pBonus TimeOverlap PhysicalOverlap p( · )·( · )·A A A physical AB B B physical B,, (6)
Taking the example shown in (Fig. 5.a), Equations Eq. (4) to Eq. (6)
will be repeated for each combination of works (A, B), (A, C) and (B, C).
2.4.2. Evaluating mutual street segments
The second evaluation scores synergy when two actors (A, B) work
on the same street segment and follows the same reasoning for the time
overlap as discussed in the previous section (see Fig. 6.b). As working
on the same street segment implies not working on exactly the same
location, the ratio PhysicalOverlap is not used. The parameter p again
allows for the steering of the model.
Fig. 5. Conceptual example how overlaps are always evaluated in pairs: a) pairs for 3 works (A, B, C) at the same location, and b) pairs for 3 works (A, B, C) working
at the same street segment.
Fig. 6. Conceptual representation of the ratios used to evaluate a physical overlap: a) the physical overlap (dashed line represents the street) and b) the time overlap
(full line represents a timeline).
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==TimeOverlap MutualTime WorkingTimeTimeOverlap MutualTime WorkingTime//A AB B (7)==Bonus TimeOverlap pBonus TimeOverlap pA A streetsegment AB B streetsegment B,, (8)
Taking the example shown in (Fig. 5.b), Equations Eq. (7) and Eq.
(8) will be repeated for each combination of works (A, B), (A, C) and (B,
C).
2.5. Interplay of the evaluations
The evaluation mode clearly has multiple contradictory objectives.
On the one hand, we have multiple single actor objectives taking into
account the deviation from the original planning (Section 2.3.1) and
budget (Section 2.3.2), while the multi-actor evaluations take into ac-
count the synergy gains from physically working in the same location
(Section 2.4.1) and working closely together on the same street segment
(Section 2.4.2), on the other hand. Finally, narrowing or broadening the
time windows (Section 2.2) has a big impact on how the penalties are
applied by the single-actor evaluations.
Hence, a multi-objective approach is in order, where we opt for a
combination of a hierarchical multi-objective and a weighted one. The
reasoning behind a hierarchical multi-objective is the following: the
budget evaluation (Section 2.3.2) makes most sense when scored be-
tween [0 1], while the sum of the other evaluations cannot simply be
recalculated to [0 1] (as discussed in Section 2.4.1). This means, the
different evaluations cannot simply be summed without the introduc-
tion of a balancing factor. As a result, two tiers of evaluations should be
introduced, which are optimized sequentially, resulting in a hier-
archical multi-objective approach.= + +Tier penalty synergy synergy1 ( ) ( )
work
work
overlap
overlap A overlap B, , (9)
=Tier budget2 ( )
actor
actor (10)
Most straightforward would be to use a weighting factor that bal-
ances the weight of budget vs. planning and synergy, but this would
require an additional calibration step per use case, making it harder to
compare the results of different use cases. Alternatively, all evaluations
(excluding the budget) scores (with a weight of 17) can be summed,
after which the model will optimize for the budgeting as shown in Eqs.
(9) and (10).8
The following response of the model is expected when changing the
configuration:
• Narrower time windows and higher penalties will reduce the
amount of synergy (and vice/versa),• Higher synergy bonuses will lead to more synergy (and vice/versa),• Optimizing budget first (Tier 2) followed by synergy (Tier 1) will
lead to lower synergy gains than the inverse.
3. Implementation of the evaluation model as an MILP
optimization
The evaluation model as discussed in the previous section has been
implemented and used in combination with the open-source GIS-
package Geotools (GeoTools) and the optimization package Gurobi
(Gurobi, 2018a). This section describes this implementation, but starts
by explaining how the model is fed with GIS-data (Geographic In-
formation System).
3.1. Feeding of the data model
Before the optimization can run, a number of preparatory steps are
taken to transform the raw data into the data model as discussed in
Section 2. First, additional human validation might be required (Section
3.1.1). Next, all works are projected on the street segments for a uni-
form representation (Section 3.1.2). Lastly, all physical and street seg-
ment overlaps are determined (Section 3.1.3).
3.1.1. Human validation and filtering
A very first step before the optimization can be run is performed
manually can include any of the following: cleaning up badly mapped
GIS-data, filtering the dataset to only include a subset of the original
data, verifying the consistency of input, etc. As use case-specific
knowledge may be required in order to clean up the data, we have
discussed human validation in more detail in the use case specific
section (Section 4.1).
3.1.2. Projection of works on street segments
One of the key goals of a single platform in which multiple operators
enter their data is to obtain a uniform data set. In practice, however, the
level of detail and accuracy tends to differ. Some operators draw exactly
where they are going to work (e.g. the middle of the road, the sidewalk
on one side of the road), while others tend to just indicate the general
area.
In order to get a uniform representation of the works within the
model, these are projected on the closest streets (within a range of
15 m9). This simplifies finding physical overlaps and overlaps between
the different street segments, although it does add a margin of error as
well. Three examples of how works are drawn totally differently and
how projecting these on the streets create a more consistent re-
presentation are shown in Fig. 7. Better input data or smarter projection
systems are discussed in Section 5.
For the projection of utility works, we rely on the built-in func-
tionality of Geotools. The applied mathematics for these projections are
out of scope of this study.
3.1.3. Detection of physical overlap and mutual street segments
Once all utility works have been projected on the street segments,
detecting physical overlap is relatively straightforward. For this we also
use built-in functionality in Geotools, which uses smart data structures
for spatial data (Sort-Tile-Recursive trees, STR). Using this function-
ality, we can detect whether two utility works are close to each other.
For each pair of works, we verify whether there is a physical overlap; if
not, we verify whether there is a common street segment. If neither of
the checks pass, it means two utility works are close to each other but
have no real relationship.
3.2. Implementation using mixed integer linear programming
Section 2 introduced how the evaluation model is built from a set of
single-actor and multi-actor evaluations and discussed how the eva-
luation of a new planning is performed. This section describes how the
model builds a new, optimized planning. In this case, we have chosen a
mixed integer linear programming (MILP) approach as the variables
used represent both integer and non-integer and are thus mixed.
Because of this mixed integer approach, working with dates is rather
hard. As a solution, all dates are expressed as a number of days since a
7 As mentioned earlier, we consider the weight of each actor in this study to
be equal.
8 Note that we will also verify the impact of the order in which the objectives
are optimized (Tier 1 followed by Tier 2, and Tier 2 followed by Tier 1), later in
Section 4.
9 15m proved to be a good value; lower meant not all utility works could be
mapped (false negatives), while increasing the value resulted even further
meant too much false positives (as shown in Fig. 7.b).
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fixed reference point, see Fig. 8. For the results, this point is set to
January 1st, 2017. Some basic example to clarify, assume the reference
point is 01/01/2017 (D/M/Y), then the date 01/01/2018 would be
represented as 366, and 13/01/2018 would thus be represented by
378.10
The implementation of the evaluation model is split into three main
parts:
(a) per utility work which contains the evaluations validating the
newly planned starts compared to the corresponding time windows
(see Section 2.3.1),
(b) per overlap validating the different synergy gains (see Section 2.4),
and
(c) per actor validating the yearly budgets (see Section 2.3.2).
For the different parts of the implementation, we provide the linear
statements in combination with pseudocode where required.
3.2.1. Logic and variables per work
The first evaluation investigates the deviation with respect to the
original planning. This part contains all required variables per utility
work which are also essential for the second and third part (Sections
3.2.2 and 3.2.3). The model implementation for this part is provided in
Model part 1 with explanation of the corresponding variables in
Table 2. Some of the parameters (e.g. the time windows) are defined as
number of weeks, while the model internally works with number of
days as explained in the previous section. This is simply because ex-
pressing a time window as ‘19 weeks earlier’ is easier to interpret than
expressing it as ‘133 days earlier’.
Model part 1. Logic and variables per utility work
1 i n{0. . 1}:
2 Define deltai
3 maxDeltaEarlier delta maxDeltaLateri
4 = +newStart orginalStart delta ·7i i i
5 =numDays orginalEnd orginalStarti i i
6 = + +newEnd orginalStart delta numDays·7i i i i
7 =deltaMinus delta maxLateri i worki type.
8 =penaltyLater Max deltaMinus( , 0)i i
9 =deltaPlus delta maxEarlieri i worki type.
10 =penaltyEarlier Min deltaPlus( , 0)i i
11 = +penalty penaltyLater p penaltyEarlier p· ·i i later i earlier
12 Define yeari
13 newStart year0 366· 365i i
14 y Y Y{ }:start end
15 Define year as binaryi y,
16 = + +year year1 i Ystart i Yend, ,
17 = + +year year Y year Y· ·i i Ystart start i Yend end, ,
Line 2 defines the single changing variable: the number of days the
original planning is being shifted. Line 3 limits the search domain of the
MILP to a couple of years; there is no point in trying to plan some
maintenance in 20 years from now. Line 4 to 6 are a number of sup-
porting variables, they represent the newly planned start and end date,
and the number of days a utility work is planned to last for.
Line 7 and 8, and 9 and 10 are the implementation of the two pe-
nalties if a utility work is scheduled outside its allowed time window
(see Section 2.3.1) and are combined in a single value on line 11. Line
12 to 17 determine in which year the utility work is planned in re-
ference to the fixed reference point, see Fig. 8. The reference point
should always be at least one year earlier than the first planned work in
order to avoid yeari being zero, as this lead to conflicts in line 16 and 17.
Basically, yeari on line 13, reflects the number of years since the re-
ference point line.
In order to calculate the yearly budget (see Section 3.2.3), some
additional binary values (yeari Y, ) are required. These answer the
Fig. 7. Three real life example planned utility works (top) and their corresponding projecting upon the street (bottom); light gray lines are streets; darker gray
polygons are the original representation of the works; black polygons are the projected representations.
Fig. 8. Conceptual visualization of how the planned start is expressed as a
number of days from a reference point.
10 Using the number of days is to be preferred over the number of weeks, as a
year is not a rounded number of weeks. This still leaves a minor margin of error
in case of leap years, but has been ignored as it has only a very minor impact.
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question “is utility work i planned in year Y”. Due to the structure,
exactly and only one variable can have a value of 1. This way we can
filter all utility works which are planned in year Y. This is provided in
the combined logic of line 16 and 17.
3.2.2. Per overlap
In the second part, the possible methods to obtain synergies are
implemented. As mentioned in Section 2.4, overlaps are always handled
in pairs. In this section, subscript A and B are used to indicate both
utility works of a pair. The model implementation for this part is pro-
vided in Model part 2 with explanation of the corresponding variables
in Table 3.
Model part 2. synergy per overlap
1 j m{0. . 1}:
2 =y Max newStart newStart( , )A B
3 =z Min newEnd newEnd( , )A B
4 =mutualTime z y
5 =mutualTimePositive Max mutualTime( , 0)
6 =TimeOverlapA mutualTimePositivenumWeeksA
7 =TimeOverlapB mutualTimePositivenumWeeksB
8 = =if overlap type then. physicalj
9 =synergy TimeOverlap PhysicalOverlap p· ·j A A A physical A, ,
10 =synergy TimeOverlap PhysicalOverlap p· ·j B B B physical B, ,
11 = =else if overlap type then. streetj
12 =synergy synergyPositive TimeOverlap p· ·j A A street A, ,
13 =synergy synergyPositive TimeOverlap p· ·j B B street B, ,
14 end if
Line 1 loops over all registered overlaps both physical and street seg-
ment. Line 2 and 3 represent the latest start and earliest end of both
utility works. If mutualTimePositive is different from zero, it means there
is actual time overlap. If it is equal to zero, both utility works do not
overlap in time and thus no synergy is obtained.
On line 5; the variable mutualTimePositive and the corresponding
Max-function are introduced to end up with a non-negative value.
Adding a constraint on mutualTime for the value to be positive would
mean collaboration is obligatory, which is obviously not the case. On
line 6 and 7, we calculate the time overlap ratio. The physical overlap
(line 9 and 10) is considered known as this is a fixed value and is cal-
culated before the optimization runs (see Section 3.1.3). Line 9 and 10,
and 12 and 13 calculate the synergy as discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and
2.4.2.
3.2.3. Per actor
The last and final part calculates the budget score as discussed in
Section 2.3.2. For this, the total length of all utility works per year and
per actor are summed and divided by the originally planned amount per
year. The implementation for this part is provided in Model part 3 with
explanation of the corresponding variables in Table 4.
Model part 3. Per actor logic
1 a o{0 1}:
2 y Y Y{ }:start end
3 Define totala y,
4 = =Define works n actor a{0 | }a i
5 = + + +total length year length year length· ·a y works works y works works y works worksa y, 0 0, 1 1, | | ,
6 Define suma = 0
7 y Y Y{ }:start end
8 + =suma orignallyPlanntedTotala y totala yorignallyPlanntedTotala y1 | , , |,
9 = +budgetScore sumaYend Ystart 1
Line 4 filters the list of all utility works to just the works of actor a. Line
5 multiplies the length of each work with the year variables as discussed
in Section 3.2.1; as said only the right yearwork y, variable is set to 1,
simplifying line 5 to a long lists of additions. Once the newly planned
budget is known expressed as km per year, it is only a matter of cal-
culating the actual budget score as is shown in line 7 to 9, which was
introduced in Section 2.3.2.
3.2.4. Calculating the multi-objective
As mentioned in Section 2.5, a combination of a hierarchical and
weighted multi-objective approach is used. The first tier of the multi-
objective takes into account all penalties when utility works are
scheduled outside their time windows and the synergy gains as a result
of collaboration; the second level considers the budget score per actor
as shown in Eqs. (11) and (12), the corresponding variables are listed in
Table 5. These two make up the multi-objective functions and should be
maximized by the MILP.
= + += =Tier penalty synergy synergyA i
n
i
j
m
j A j B
0
1
0
1
, , (11)
= =Tier budgetScoreB l
o
l
0
1
(12)
As the two tiers are hierarchical, one tier is optimized before the
other. This means the MILP optimizes for the first objective and de-
termines the best obtainable value(s). Next, the MILP will find the best
solution for the second tier which deviates at max
deviationFromObjective from the best solution (Gurobi, 2018b). In the
results section, we apply the hierarchical multi-objective in both orders.
4. Application of the MILP-model
The developed model and its implementation have been applied on
Table 2
Used variables in the per utility work logic.
n The total number of works
maxDeltaEarlier ,
maxDeltaLater
The number of weeks the model will test to move the
work earlier (later); this is independent from the time
window
deltai The number of days the work is moved
(negative = earlier, positive = later)
numDaysi The duration of the work expressed in days
maxEarlier worki type. ,
maxLater worki type.
The max number of weeks the work is allowed to be
planned earlier (later) as configured in the time window
orginalStarti,
orginalEndi
The originally planned start (end) of a work
newStarti,
newEndi
The newly planned start (end) of a work
pearlier Penalty per week a work is scheduled earlier than its time
window
plater Penalty per week a work is scheduled later than its time
window
penaltyi The total penalty that is considered for the objective
function; negative value in case of a penalty, zero in case
of no penalty
Y Ystart end The first and last year for which data has been provided
and budget information is thus available.
Table 3
Used variables in the 'per overlap' logic.
m The total number of overlaps
newStartA, newStartB The newly suggested starting date for work A and B
newEndA,newEndB The newly suggested end date for work A and B
pphysical A, ,pphysical B, Multiplication factor per week physical overlap for A and
B
pstreet A, ,pstreet B, Multiplication factor per week street segment overlap for
A and B
synergyj A, , synergyj,B The synergy obtained for work A and B in overlap j.
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real-life data available from the Flemish SIP GIPOD. From this dataset,
we have used the data of the city of Ghent11; this dataset complies with
the minimal data model required as discussed in Section 2. Ad-
ditionally, this data includes the optional property “Planning Status”
which has been used to create three scenarios.
These scenarios are discussed in a worst-case to best-case order
(Table 6). In the first scenario (minimal), we only use a part of the entire
data set: only the utility works with a planning status “inaccurate
planning” are being loaded. The second scenario (realistic) uses all
utility works, though restricts the model from moving the ones with
status “detailed planning”. This way, only the utility works with status
“inaccurate planning” can be rescheduled to obtain synergy, however
these can be rescheduled to obtain synergy with utility works with
status “detailed planning”. This scenario should yield more synergy as
more utility works typically mean more overlaps, although smaller re-
lative gains are to be expected as only a part of the input data can be
rescheduled. In the last scenario all utility works are considered as
marked as “inaccurate planning” and can be moved within the defined
time windows, which in turn should increase the amount of synergies
compared to the other scenarios. The three scenarios are summarized in
Table 6.
As one utility work can be in both a physical and a street segment
overlap, the column ‘Number of utility works in at least one overlap’
can be smaller than the sum of ‘Number of utility works in at least one
physical’ and ‘Number of utility works in at least one street segment’ as
is the case in Table 6. This is also demonstrated in Fig. 9, which shows a
total of 7 overlaps, but only 4 utility works ‘in at least one overlap’.
Furthermore, this column (‘Number of utility work in at least one
overlap’) also indicates the maximal number of utility works that can be
executed in synergy and is thus a cap for the results. This is also vi-
sualized in Fig. 9, while four of the five utility works are in an overlap,
utility work E is not; this means that the maximal number of utility
works that can be executed in synergy is four as utility work E can never
lead to any synergies.
Each of these three these scenarios have been calculated using three
approaches using agreeable parameters (Table 7):
• Approach: Single Objective: synergy: Single-objective optimiza-
tion which only considers synergy, this represents the maximal sy-
nergy obtainable and is based only on Eq. (11)• Approach: Multi-Objective (MO): synergy followed by budget:
Multi-objective optimization, first optimize the planning and sy-
nergies followed by budget - Eq. (11) followed by Eq. (12)• Approach: Multi-Objective (MO): budget followed by synergy:
Multi-objective optimization, first optimize budget followed by
planning and synergies - Eq. (12) followed by Eq. (11)
The single objective approach is the best-case result which is the
maximal synergy obtainable if no budget constraints are considered.
The other two approaches take into account both objectives as dis-
cussed in Section 2.5 and represent more realistic outcomes.
The parameters which are used for each simulation are listed per
scenario in Table 7 and are now currently estimated to be agreeable
values. In order to estimate the values for the penalties and the sy-
nergies, we have currently assumed the following: “the positive effects of
obtaining a week of collaboration counteract the negative effects of planning
a construction site one week out of its allowed time window”. A work that is
labeled as “inaccurate planning” has a time windows of half a year
earlier and later, while the ones labeled as “detailed planning” have a
varying time windows based upon the scenario. Due to computational
reasons and in order to be able to apply the same parameters to all
scenarios and the sensitivity analysis, we allowed the MILP optimiza-
tion to stop when a solution was found within the range of 1% of the
calculated optimum by Gurobi or after 1 h of calculation12,13.
As the current values are currently assumptions, we have chosen to
make an extended sensitivity study on top of scenario A which is dis-
cussed in Section 4.6.
4.1. Preprocessing of the data
In order to get an as realistic view as possible, the original data has
only been altered in two minor ways: utility works smaller than 3 m2
and entries which consisted of multiple locations have been removed.
The former is because the possible benefits of collaboration will not
cover the additional costs of collaboration and complies with the al-
lowed exceptions as defined in the regulation by the European
Commission as discussed in Section 1.3. The latter is excluded because
entries including multiple locations lead to inconsistent results. A fic-
titious example clarifies: a water company is renewing the inter-
connections of its high-pressure piping. For this, the operator creates a
single entry in its planning lasting for two months and indicates two
locations. Including this entry would allow the model to generate sy-
nergy for both locations for the entire two months. A possible solution
would have been to split such entries its different parts and divide the
duration for each part accordingly. However, this kind of data mod-
ifications might lead to wrong results. In reality, additional synergy
gain might thus be available if those entries could be included in a
correct way.
4.2. Interpretation of the results
For each of the different scenarios (minimal, realistic and opti-
mistic), we discuss the main findings. In order to ensure correct inter-
pretation of the results, we will shortly discuss the relevant key out-
comes to expect:
Table 4
Used variables in the 'per actor' logic.
o The number of actors
n The total number of works
totala y, The total planned amount of works expressed in km, for actor a and year y
originallyPlannedTotala y, The originally total planned amount of works expressed in km, for actor a and year y, deducted from the input
Table 5
Variables used in the multi-objectives.
m The number of overlaps
n The number of works
o The number of actors
11 To give an idea: the city of Ghent spans an area of about 156km2 and has
approximately 2500km of streets.
12 This allowed for all scenarios to fully optimize the first objective and obtain
a good estimate for the second
13 This leads to minor inconsistencies between scenarios and the three out-
comes; these inconsistencies have been indicated in the text. Do note, this de-
viation is of the first objective either Eq. (11) or Eq. (12). In case of MO: synergy
followed by budget, this means 1% of the total objective which differs from 1%
cooperation gained as the synergy-objective is not a simple quantity of weeks of
cooperation but also of the different penalties as discussed at length in Section
2.4.
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Outcome A: Number of weeks of collaboration obtained
Outcome B: Number of unique utility works executed in at least one
street synergy
Outcome C: Number of unique utility works executed in at least one
physical synergy
Outcome D: Number of unique utility works executed in synergy
Outcome E: Budget score
As mentioned in Section 2.4, overlaps are evaluated in pairs and it is
perfectly possible for more than two utility works to be executed at the
same time. Utility works overlapping only a fraction of the time or a
fraction of the location are not interesting to be considered: overlaps
are only labeled as “in synergy” if at least one of the utility works has at
least a 25% overlap in time, and in case of physical overlap also a 25%
overlap in physical area.14 As indicated in Section 3.2.2, the physical
overlap ratio of a physical overlap is pre-determined, while the time
overlap is depending upon the generated planning. This means the la-
beling of overlaps as “in synergy” happens post-optimization.
For each overlap which is labeled “in synergy”, the number of weeks
in collaboration is calculated and added to outcome A as demonstrated
in Fig. 10. Additionally, both of the utility works will be counted as “in
synergy” and will be added to the right outcomes (B or C, and D). As
demonstrated in Fig. 9, utility works can be in more than one overlap.
Using the same reasoning, the sum of outcome B and C can be larger
than outcome D as outcome D prevents utility works from being double
counted double. This implies that sum of B + C should not necessarily
equal D. Outcome E has been discussed in detail in Section 2.3.2.
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Fig. 9. Conceptual visualization how the number of overlaps (AB, AC, AD, BC,
BD, CD) can be larger than the number of utility work in an overlap (A, B, C, D).
Table 7
Configuration parameters for all three scenarios.
Parameter Minimal Realistic Optimistic
Time windows
[max earlier, max later]• Inaccurate planning• Detailed planning
[26,26]
N/A
[26,26]
[0,0]
[26,26]
[26,26]
pearlier 1
plater 1
pphysical 1
pstreetsegment 1
deviationFromObjective 0
Exit conditions 1% of optimum and/or 1 h of optimization time
14 The reasoning behind why not both utility works is as following: if a small
work A is in the middle of a large work B, the coverage ratio of A will be 100%,
while the coverage of B will be small. So even while the gains for B might be
rather small, for A they might be very high and should thus be considered by
the model.
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4.3. Ghent: Minimal scenario
The first scenario that was tested for the city of Ghent, considers
only a subset of the total data set: entries with a planning status “in-
accurate planning”. This means all utility works in this scenario can be
rescheduled, but that not all planned utility works are taken into ac-
count.
When looking at the three approaches, Fig. 11 shows that both
multi-objective optimizations are about equal to the absolute maximum
obtainable synergy of the single-objective: synergy only15. Either of the
multi-objective solutions manages to improve greatly from the original
with synergy increases of respectively 87% for MO: Synergy followed
by budget and 73% for MO: Budget followed by synergy with clear
differences in the budget score.
4.4. Ghent: Realistic scenario
In this second scenario, all data entries are included, but utility
works with status ‘detailed planning’ cannot be changed in time; they
are given a time window of [0, 0]. Other parameters are identical as the
one listed in Table 7.
The behavior of the different objectives (Fig. 12) is very similar to
the previous scenario. While the relative synergy gains are clearly lower
at around 60%, the absolute gains are higher as expected with ap-
proximately 2000 to 2100 weeks of collaboration obtained vs. 1100 to
1300 in the minimal scenario. Lower relative gains were expected, as
only a part of the data set can be rescheduled, while larger absolute
gains are expected as well as more utility works and overlaps are
considered. More details about the number of overlaps and number of
utility works in synergy is discussed in Section 5 as it makes more sense
to put these in perspective to the other scenarios.
4.5. Ghent: Optimistic scenario
In the third and final scenario, we have considered the works which
are “detailed planning” the same way as “inaccurate planning” works.
The reasoning behind this is that there is no real proof that utility works
that are planned in detailed planning really cannot be changed, so in-
cluding these and knowing the possible impact is important.
Fig. 13 shows the results. The multi-objectives result in very similar
behavior with synergy gains around 90%. This is a clear improvement
from the previous scenario. This is to be expected, as the model has no
longer any utility works that could not be rescheduled. Additionally,
this scenario scores slightly better than the minimal scenario, as this
scenario has relatively speaking more utility works in an overlap than
the first scenario, meaning more utility works sites can thus lead to
possible synergy gains16.
4.6. Validation of the results using sensitivity analysis
In order to validate the impact of the suggested parameters, an
extensive sensitivity testing was performed on top of the minimal sce-
nario. For this, the suggested parameters in Table 7 were swapped for
multiple values, as listed in Table 8. Two approaches were taken. In the
first approach, only a single parameter was changed per iteration,
showing the impact of each of the parameters on the results of the
minimal scenario. In the second approach, a multi-parameter sensitivity
was performed by applying every combination of values possible,
leading to a total of 15.625 parameter sets. Each of these sets have been
tested for both multi-objective approaches (synergy followed by
budget, and budget followed by synergy), thus leading to a total of
31.250 data entries.
4.6.1. Single parameter sensitivity analysis
From Fig. 14, we can see that when only iterating a single parameter
per iteration, all solutions obtain synergy results well beyond the ori-
ginal planning. The lowest value of ‘weeks of collaboration’, being
2001, is still a 30% increase compared to the original planning. From
this figure we again can clearly see the difference between both multi-
objectives. The multi-objective budget followed by synergy consistently
has near-perfect budget scores. The multi-objective synergy followed by
budget has a larger variation of the budget scores as is to be expected.
The range of ‘weeks of collaboration’ of both multi-objectives is very
similar.
Fig. 10. Conceptual visualization of how the 'number of weeks of collaboration'
is calculated.
Fig. 11. Results of the minimal scenario show the number of weeks in colla-
boration can almost be doubled.
Fig. 12. The realistic scenario shows improvements up to 60%.
15 The fact that the MO:budget followed by synergy scores better than the
SO:Synergy is due to the exit conditions allowing the MILP to exit is a solution is
found within 1% of the optimal solution as discussed in footnote 15.
16 In the minimal scenario 153 out of 263 utility works are in an overlap
(58%), while in the optimistic scenario 416 out of 580 (72%), see Table 6.
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When exploring these results in more detail, we can see the range of
the weeks of collaboration depending upon the changed input para-
meter as shown in Fig. 15. From this, we can conclude that the impact
of the input parameters is similar for both multi-objectives. The size of
the time window both earlier and later as well as the bonus for physical
synergy have the largest impact.
Similar impact can be seen for the impact on the budget score
(Fig. 16); here only the multi-objective synergy followed by budget is
shown as the other multi-objective budget followed by synergy’ scores
approximately 1.0 for each iteration as shown earlier in Fig. 14 and is
thus not interesting to investigate further.
4.6.2. Multi-parameter sensitivity analysis
Lastly, we have performed a sensitivity analysis by varying all
parameters at the same time, this way discovering possible reinforcing
effects between parameters. As showing all 31,250 iterations on a single
chart results in unclear figures, we have chosen to again show the total
range of values like in the previous section and added a histogram of
Fig. 13. The optimistic scenario results in almost a doubling of the weeks of
collaboration.
Table 8
Configuration parameters for the sensitivity analysis.
Parameter Value Number of values
Time window:• maxEarlier worki type.• maxLater worki type. 0, 13, 26,39, 52 55
• pphysical 0, 0.5, 1,
1.5, 2
5
• pstreetsegment 5• pphysical 5• pstreetsegment 5
deviationFromObjective (only used in the
single-parameter sensitivity)
0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4,
0.5
Are not included in the
multi-parameter
sensitivity
Total permutations 56 = 15 625
Fig. 14. Sensitivity results of single parameter variations on top of the minimal
scenario.
Fig. 15. Results of the single parameter sensitivity analysis: impact on the
weeks of collaboration.
Fig. 16. Results of the single parameter sensitivity analysis: impact on the
budget score.
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the outcome as shown in Figs. 17–19. Fig. 17 clarifies that the range of
the ‘number of weeks in collaboration’ is very similar between both
multi-objectives (see Fig. 17, left), much like the single-parameter
sensitivity analysis. When looking at the budget score, see Fig. 17 right,
we see that the range of values for the multi-objective synergy followed
by budget is slightly larger than in the single-parameter results,
meaning that some reinforcing effects between parameters are present.
For the other multi-objective: budget followed by synergy, we detect
again a very small effect, much like the single-parameter results.
Lastly, when we look at the distribution of the values, Fig. 18 shows
Fig. 17. Result of the sensitivity analysis, range of the number of weeks in collaboration (left) and budget score (right).
Fig. 18. Distribution of the multi-parameter visualizations: the range of weeks of collaboration.
Fig. 19. Distribution of the multi-parameter visualizations: the range of the budget score.
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similar distributions of the weeks of collaboration for either multi-ob-
jective, with the multi-objective synergy followed by budget scoring
slightly better. Over 50% of either multi-objective score above
2700 weeks of collaboration, which corresponds to an improvement at
least of 75% compared to the 1540 weeks of collaboration in the ori-
ginal planning. Near impossible to see on this figure, 0.14% of the re-
sults of the multi-objective budget followed by synergy have a result
which is worse than the original data due to very hard constraints or
due to the limited computational time of 1 hour.
When looking at the distribution of the budget scores, as shown in
Fig. 19, we see a totally different picture. Firstly, as was already clear,
the spreading of the multi-objective budget followed by synergy is small
and close to 1, while the spreading of the multi-objective synergy fol-
lowed by budget is much larger. Still approximately 50% of the results
have a budget score of 0.9 or higher which shows that optimizing the
problem first for synergy followed by budget can lead acceptable
budget scores.
5. Discussion and future work
When summarizing the synergy gains of the different scenarios, we
can see that the first and third scenario obtain about the same relative
improvements. This is to be expected as both scenarios have the same
properties (only utility works which can be rescheduled), although the
third scenario is larger. The second scenario clearly has lower relative
synergy gains, which is to be expected as a part of the dataset cannot be
optimized due to utility works with status ‘detailed planning’. While the
third scenario is a clear improvement upon the second, considering the
utility works with status ‘detailed planning’ in the same way as ‘in-
accurate planning” may lead to too optimistic results. These findings
are summarized in Fig. 20.
When we compare the number of utility works that are executed in
synergy to the number of utility works that are in an overlap (meaning
utility works that can lead to synergy, as introduced in Table 6), we see
that the model manages to obtain high percentages in the first and third
scenario as shown in Fig. 21. Additionally, confirming the previous
figure, we see that the second scenario has lower relative synergy gains
due to higher constraints as was expected. Finally, as was visible in the
previous figure, we can clearly see that both multi-objectives score
about the same synergy gains but show important differences in the
budget scores as discussed earlier. These results lead us to believe that
the multi-objective budget followed by synergy, is the most favorable
optimization to apply, as it outperforms in budget scores, while
achieving similar synergy gains.
While the discussed results show that high synergy gains can be
obtained if the planning of multiple utility networks are optimized at
the same time, some caution is required. As the proposed model uses
abstract parameters that are hard to estimate, we have applied a
thorough sensitivity analysis showing the impact of the actual values of
the different parameters using two different approaches.
In the first approach, we iterate one parameter at a time, clearly
showing the time windows and the bonus allocated for a week of col-
laboration in a physical overlap have a larger impact in the model than
the other parameters. The key take-away message is that in even in the
worst solutions, 25% synergy gains are obtained. The second sensitivity
approach takes into account all possible permutations of the different
parameters. It can be concluded that only in a few cases (< 0.1%) the
model results in a solution which is worse than the original planning.
This gives us reason to believe that, while the parameters might require
additional real-life tuning and constraints, the model manages to pro-
vide real synergy improvements under a large range of values.
Real-life tuning and validation of the parameters is one of the most
interesting next future steps. While the current assumption “the positive
effects of obtaining a week of collaboration counteract the negative effects of
planning a construction site one week out of its allowed time window”
sounds fair, utility operators might think different. While a range of
values was tested using sensitivity analysis, more extreme values or
more fine-grained parameters might be required e.g. specific time
windows per type of works as discussed in Section 2. Additionally,
applying the model to both single-utility and multi-utility operators
might reveal additional evaluations or additional parameters may be
required. Take for example the respect to the budget evaluation, which
currently evaluates the budget of the entire planning per year, in a
multi-utility operator company the budget may have to be evaluated
per utility or using a more complex approach e.g. a part of the budget is
shared for digging.
Besides further parameter tweaking of the input parameters, ob-
taining more qualitative data will clearly have an impact upon the re-
sults as well. As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the quality of the data de-
pends strongly upon the different utility operators. While some
operators provide detailed information, others do not. Having more
detailed information would allow for more fine-grained evaluations:
e.g. utility works that are executed beneath the footpaths should be
evaluated differently than the ones in the middle of the street. For-
tunately, the proposed evaluation model has been designed in a suffi-
cient generic way such that this type of evaluations can easily be in-
corporated, though having more detailed data might result in less
utility works overlapping and as a result less synergy. As the current
synergy gains expressed as weeks in collaboration are as large as 60%
up to 94% and the majority of the results in the sensitivity analysis are
above 75%, additional constraints and more detailed data will most
likely still allow the model to find major synergy gains.
Finally, as this optimization model is a theoretical approach, many
practical issues may be indicated by people experienced with utility
network planning (e.g. multiple working sites at the same time may
result in difficult traffic situations). Some of these issues could be
tackled if more detailed data was available as discussed before.
Although, this kind of optimization model can be great to simplify the
identification of improvements in a multi-utility setting, however, it is
unlikely it can be used as a black-box to generate a multi-utility oper-
ating planning without further human intervention.
6. Conclusion
This study discussed a score-based evaluation model using which a
synergy-focused multi-utility planning can be generated. Creating a
detailed economic model, incorporating all cost reductions linked to
collaboration in utility networks would be hard even if detailed data
was available. As such kind of data is considered highly sensitive and is
consequentially not available, this research proposed an abstract score-
based model, which scores a multi-utility planning using a set of eva-
luations. On the one hand, there are single-actor evaluations scoring the
Fig. 20. Summary of the weeks of collaboration obtained in the different sce-
narios.
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utility planning with respect to the original planning and budget. This is
important as major changes to the original planning may result in an
unrealistic planning: e.g. urgent maintenance cannot be postponed for a
year. On the other hand, there are multi-utility evaluations which
evaluate the levels of cooperators (expressed as number of weeks of
collaboration); jointly they make a multi-objective model. The model at
hand is built in a way that more types of evaluations can easily be
included if more data would become available or additional real-life
constraints should be included.
The model has been applied to real-life data of the city of Ghent
from which three different scenarios have been derived. In any of the
three scenarios, large synergy gains—expressed as improvements in the
weeks of collaboration—ranging from 60 up to 94% were obtained. A
thorough sensitivity analysis showed that only in a minor set of data
points (< 0.1%), the model could not result in a better solution while
over 50% of the results show an increase above 75%. Various practical
issues may be argued against the model ranging from limited data
availability up to real-life practical impact of changing a utility plan-
ning e.g. traffic diversions. As the current synergy improvements are
large, we do believe that the model may have a real impact in multi-
utility network planning even if additional constraints would be ap-
plied.
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